1. AUSTRALIA’S #1 HEAT WRAP – UNIQUE IN THE PROFESSIONAL HEALTHCARE SECTOR

2. EVIDENCED BASED HEAT WRAP THERAPY SUPPORTED BY MULTIPLE RCT STUDIES

3. AN AUSTRALIAN PHYSIOTHERAPY ASSOCIATION - APA ENDORSED PRODUCT

4. TRUSTED AND USED IN 100+ HOSPITALS, REHAB UNITS NATIONALLY – USED BY ALL HEALTHSCOPE, UNITING CARE AND ST JOHN OF GOD HOSPITALS ACROSS AUSTRALIA

5. FULLY FUNDED BY DVA, WORKCOVER AND TAC WITH PRACTITIONER AUTHORITY REQUEST

6. RECOMMENDED IN MAJOR LBP TREATMENT GUIDELINES AS A FIRST LINE DEFENCE FOR BACK PAIN – ACP, NICE, NHMRC

7. RESEARCH USED TO SUPPORT THE RECOMMENDATION FOR ‘SUPERFICIAL HEAT’ IN KEY LBP TREATMENT GUIDELINES IS SPECIFICALLY USING LOW LEVEL CONTINUOUS HEAT WRAP THERAPY
   see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS – ACP BACK PAIN GUIDELINES

8. ENABLES PATIENTS TO REMAIN MOBILE WHILST WEARING HEAT WRAP: A KEY EVIDENCE BASED NON-PHARMALOGICAL INTERVENTION RECOMMENDATION

9. TGA REGISTERED AS A MEDICAL DEVICE ARTG # 209075

10. MAJOR CORPORATE PARTNERS TO AUSTRALIAN PHYSIOTHERAPY ASSOCIATION (APA)

11. MAJOR CORPORATE PARTNERS TO OSTEOPATHY AUSTRALIA (OA)

12. CURRENTLY IN AUSTRALIA’S MOST SIGNIFICANT IMPLEMENTATION BACK PAIN STUDY, THE “SHAPE TRIAL” AT THE RPA HOSPITAL AND 3 OTHER EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS LED BY LEADING BACK PAIN RESEARCHERS

13. KEY SPONSOR SUPPORTING THE AUSTRALIAN PHYSIOTHERAPY RESEARCH FOUNDATION – PRF

14. DEVELOPED AND OWNED BY AUSTRALIAN HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS

15. ALL NATURAL BIODEGRADABLE INGREDIENTS – MAY BE USED AS SOIL CONDITIONER AFTER USE